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About

Comspot is a rounded, typewriter-flavoured font family with a human touch. Originally
designed as a custom typeface* Comspot’s nine weights — razor-thin hairline to ultra
black — and 14 stylistic alternates fulfil every need, from extended to display text.
Comspot’s typewriter flavour is strongest in letters like f and t, with their wide middle
strokes, and the tighter design of w, M and W, with their repositioned centre joints. Glyphs
that would normally cause trouble in monospaced fonts have been carefully balanced for
text, and have easily-accessed alternates to emphasise the font’s typewriter vibe and bring
more character to display settings. Where the roman mixes in monospaced forms, the
italic finds a balance between real italic and sloped roman shapes. The subtle rounding of
Comspot’s corners increases from Hairline to Ultra, producing fine and elegant light styles
and humane heavy weights.
Like all TypeMates fonts, Comspot supports the full Adobe Latin 3+ character set and
thus some 90 languages. Along with using Stylistic Set 01 to unleash glyphs with an extra
technical typewriter flavour, Comspot offers a lot of typographic features: tabular figures,
fractions, superscript or even contextual alternates. That’s a TypeMates standard, too.
A set of individual DIY-Icons like a great big wood axe, a warning triangle and protective
gloves can introduce a fun factor to do it yourself projects.
As not all software fully supports OpenType features, we offer two versions of Comspot.
Both versions share all the same glyph designs, but Comspot Tec swaps Comspot’s monospace-y stylistic set with some of its default characters. If you’re worried about default
encoding, it can matter which version of Comspot you purchase, but for everyone else the
two character sets can easily be swapped back.

Designer / Year

Nils Thomsen in 2017

Formats

OTF and TTF for Desktop and apps, plus WOFF, WOFF2 and EOT for web

Styles

Hairline, Thin, ExtraLight, Light, Regular, Medium, Bold, Black,
Ultra, Ultra Italic, Black Italic, Bold Italic, Medium Italic,
Regular Italic, Light Italic, ExtraLight Italic, Thin Italic, Hairline Italic

Language Support
(Adobe Latin 3+)

More than 90 languages ... Afar, Afrikaans, Albanian, Azerbaijani, Basque, Belarusian, Bislama, Bosnian,
Breton, Catalan, Chamorro, Chichewa, Comorian, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese,
Fijian, Filipino/Tagalog, Finnish, Flemish, French, Gaelic, Gagauz, German, Gikuyu, Gilbertese/Kiribati, HaitianCreole, Hawaiian, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Javanese, Kashubian, Kinyarwanda, Kirundi,
Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Luba/Ciluba/Kasai, Luxembourgish, Malagasy, Malay, Maltese, Maori, Marquesan,
Moldovan/Romanian, Montenegrin, Nauruan, Ndebele, Norwegian, Oromo, Palauan/Belauan, Polish, Portuguese, Quechua, Romanian, Romansh, Sami, Samoan, Sango, Serbian, Sesotho, Setswana, Seychellois-Creole,
Swazi, Silesian, Slovak, Slovenian, Somali, Sorbian, Sotho, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tahitian, Tetum, Tok-Pisin,
Tongan, Tsonga, Tswana, Turkish, Turkmen, Tuvaluan, Uzbek, Wallisian, Walloon, Welsh, Xhosa, Zulu

More

Free Demo Fonts @ typemates.com/fonts/comspot#try
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COMSPOT IN NINE WEIGHTS

Comspot Hairline

Comspot Thin

Comspot ExtraLight

Comspot Light

Comspot Regular

Comspot Medium

Comspot Bold

Comspot Black

Comspot Ultra
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COMSPOT IN NINE WEIGHTS

Comspot Hairline Italic

Comspot Thin Italic

Comspot ExtraLight Italic

Comspot Light Italic

Comspot Regular Italic

Comspot Medium Italic

Comspot Bold Italic

Comspot Black Italic

Comspot Ultra Italic
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Text comparisson

Medium/Bold + Italics 8-9,7 pt

Medium/Bold + Italics 10-12,4 pt

Medium/Bold + Italics 12-15,6 pt

You wouldn’t dream of putting
diesel gasoline in your car’s engine,
or try to run a D-cell flashlight with
9-volt batteries. Common sense tells
you that the result of trying to operate
something with the wrong type of fuel
can be futile at best, or worse – it can
lead to expensive repairs. Using the
right type of fuel is critical in the safe
and efficient operation of your STIHL
equipment. All STIHL gasoline-powered
equipment runs on a 50:1 mixture of
gasoline and 2-cycle engine oil. Knowing
the proper way to mix your fuel is the
first step in keeping it running strong
and long. When choosing a gasoline
to use, don’t go with the cheap stuff.
Mid-grade unleaded gasoline with
a minimum octane rating of 89 is

You wouldn’t dream of putting diesel
gasoline in your car’s engine, or try
to run a D-cell flashlight with 9-volt
batteries. Common sense tells you that
the result of trying to operate something
with the wrong type of fuel can be futile
at best, or worse – it can lead to expensive repairs. Using the right type of fuel is
critical in the safe and efficient operation of
your STIHL equipment. All STIHL gasolinepowered equipment runs on a 50:1 mixture
of gasoline and 2-cycle engine oil. Knowing
the proper way to mix your fuel is the first
step in keeping it running strong and long.
When choosing a gasoline to use, don’t go

You wouldn’t dream of putting diesel
gasoline in your car’s engine, or try to run
a D-cell flashlight with 9-volt batteries.
Common sense tells you that the result of
trying to operate something with the wrong
type of fuel can be futile at best, or worse – it
can lead to expensive repairs. Using the right
type of fuel is critical in the safe and efficient
operation of your STIHL equipment. All STIHL
gasoline-powered equipment runs on a 50:1
mixture of gasoline and 2-cycle engine oil.
Knowing the proper way to mix your fuel is

Medium/Black + Italics 8-9,7 pt

Medium/Black + Italics 10-12,4 pt

Medium/Black + Italics 12-15,6 pt

You wouldn’t dream of putting
diesel gasoline in your car’s engine,
or try to run a D-cell flashlight with
9-volt batteries. Common sense tells
you that the result of trying to operate
something with the wrong type of fuel
can be futile at best, or worse – it can
lead to expensive repairs. Using the
right type of fuel is critical in the safe
and efficient operation of your STIHL
equipment. All STIHL gasoline-powered
equipment runs on a 50:1 mixture of
gasoline and 2-cycle engine oil. Knowing the proper way to mix your fuel
is the first step in keeping it running
strong and long. When choosing a gasoline to use, don’t go with the cheap
stuff. Mid-grade unleaded gasoline
with a minimum octane rating of 89 is

You wouldn’t dream of putting diesel
gasoline in your car’s engine, or try to
run a D-cell flashlight with 9-volt batteries. Common sense tells you that the
result of trying to operate something with
the wrong type of fuel can be futile at best,
or worse – it can lead to expensive repairs.
Using the right type of fuel is critical in the
safe and efficient operation of your STIHL
equipment. All STIHL gasoline-powered
equipment runs on a 50:1 mixture of
gasoline and 2-cycle engine oil. Knowing
the proper way to mix your fuel is the first
step in keeping it running strong and long.
When choosing a gasoline to use, don’t go

You wouldn’t dream of putting diesel
gasoline in your car’s engine, or try to run
a D-cell flashlight with 9-volt batteries.
Common sense tells you that the result of
trying to operate something with the wrong
type of fuel can be futile at best, or worse – it
can lead to expensive repairs. Using the right
type of fuel is critical in the safe and efficient
operation of your STIHL equipment. All STIHL
gasoline-powered equipment runs on a 50:1
mixture of gasoline and 2-cycle engine oil.
Knowing the proper way to mix your fuel is

Medium/Ultra + Italics 8-9,7 pt

Medium/Ultra + Italics 10-12,4 pt

Medium/Ultra + Italics 12-15,6 pt

You wouldn’t dream of putting
diesel gasoline in your car’s engine, or try to run a D-cell flashlight
with 9-volt batteries. Common
sense tells you that the result of
trying to operate something with the
wrong type of fuel can be futile at
best, or worse – it can lead to expensive repairs. Using the right type of
fuel is critical in the safe and efficient
operation of your STIHL equipment.
All STIHL gasoline-powered equipment runs on a 50:1 mixture of gasoline and 2-cycle engine oil. Knowing
the proper way to mix your fuel is the
first step in keeping it running strong
and long. When choosing a gasoline
to use, don’t go with the cheap stuff.
Mid-grade unleaded gasoline with

You wouldn’t dream of putting diesel
gasoline in your car’s engine, or try
to run a D-cell flashlight with 9-volt
batteries. Common sense tells you that
the result of trying to operate something
with the wrong type of fuel can be futile
at best, or worse – it can lead to expensive repairs. Using the right type of fuel is
critical in the safe and efficient operation of your STIHL equipment. All STIHL
gasoline-powered equipment runs on
a 50:1 mixture of gasoline and 2-cycle
engine oil. Knowing the proper way to
mix your fuel is the first step in keeping it
running strong and long. When choosing

You wouldn’t dream of putting diesel
gasoline in your car’s engine, or try to
run a D-cell flashlight with 9-volt batteries. Common sense tells you that the
result of trying to operate something with
the wrong type of fuel can be futile at best,
or worse – it can lead to expensive repairs.
Using the right type of fuel is critical in the
safe and efficient operation of your STIHL
equipment. All STIHL gasoline-powered
equipment runs on a 50:1 mixture of gasoline and 2-cycle engine oil. Knowing the
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Hairline 30/33 pt

I am very satisfied with every aspect of this saw
and love how light weight it is. It starts easily and
runs great. I have cut up to 16 inch diameter oak,
and it did a great job, considering the size of the
saw. The local dealer was very knowledgeable and
very helpful.
Regular 30/33 pt

I am very satisfied with every aspect of this
saw and love how light weight it is. It starts
easily and runs great. I have cut up to 16 inch
diameter oak, and it did a great job, considering the size of the saw. The local dealer was
very knowledgeable and very helpful.
Ultra 30/33 pt

I am very satisfied with every aspect of
this saw and love how light weight it is.
It starts easily and runs great. I have cut
up to 16 inch diameter oak, and it did
a great job, considering the size of the
saw. The local dealer was very knowledwww.TypeMates.com
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Hairline 30/33 pt

I am very satisfied with every aspect of this saw
and love how light weight it is. It starts easily and
runs great. I have cut up to 16 inch diameter oak,
and it did a great job, considering the size of the
saw. The local dealer was very knowledgeable and
very helpful.
Regular 30/33 pt

I am very satisfied with every aspect of this
saw and love how light weight it is. It starts
easily and runs great. I have cut up to 16 inch
diameter oak, and it did a great job, considering the size of the saw. The local dealer was
very knowledgeable and very helpful.
Ultra 30/33 pt

I am very satisfied with every aspect of
this saw and love how light weight it is.
It starts easily and runs great. I have cut
up to 16 inch diameter oak, and it did
a great job, considering the size of the
saw. The local dealer was very knowledwww.TypeMates.com
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ExtraLight / Bold / Regular + Italics

i

Eight Tool Organization Projects
to Build This Weekend

If there is one thing most of us can agree on,
it’s that there is nothing worse than a cluttered, unorganized garage. Not being able
to find a tool when you need it is literally the
worst. While there are a lot of options for storing away tools and keeping them organized
(like the Craftsman Pro Series Tool Storage
with Smart Lock) there are other, more creative ways to do it as well. Check out these great
projects that will not only keep you busy in
the workshop, but keep your workshop from
feeling too busy after.
Willy used to work as a scheduler for New Orleans’
Regional Transit Authority, but after Hurricane
Katrina, nobody was riding the bus due to displacement and the city’s devastated infrastructure. Like so many others, he lost his job, but he
wanted to stay and help to rebuild his city. He fell
back on his construction skills. “Mom always told
me to do more than one thing. My uncle did construction, so I picked it up when I was younger.
But I tell you, if there’s one thing I was meant to

do, it’s to work with youth.” So, he started managing construction jobs with a nonprofit after
the hurricane, and then eventually joined up with
Louisiana Green Corps this August. “This. This is
my passion, I love to hear the success stories.”
Anyone from the area will tell you that the New
Orleans will never be the same New Orleans it was
before Katrina. There are painful and permanent
changes with hundreds of lives lost, the demolition of over 23,000 homes, and displacement
of tens of thousands of residents who were never able to return to their home. Still, there’s an
unconquerable energy and the city is brimming
with success stories, and new opportunities, in
this case, for young New Orleaneans.
The Louisiana Green Corps fills a crucial role by
providing environmental education and career
building opportunities for 16- to 24-year-olds
who want to improve their lives and their communities. The organization works as an agent for
social, environmental, and economic change by
providing training and education services, advo-

cacy, and environmentally restorative projects in
the community.
Running a successful jobs training program isn’t
just about teaching basic jobsite skills, however.
In addition to teaching the hard skills, Louisiana Green helps trainees gain work adjustment
skills, overcome social obstacles, secure a job,
and identify resources to help them become successful, contributing members of the workforce.
It’s not enough to show up with some tools and
know-how, you have to know how to socialize,
where to put your money, etc.That said, environmentally-focused restoration and revitalization
projects prepare Corps members for entry into
new green industries while helping the local
economy through the development of social
enterprises. These enterprises create economic
opportunity while meeting social and environmental needs.
Anna, an Americorps mentor who partners with
the Corps and helps teach trainees, lead me
around the house they are currently construc-
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Eight Tool Organization Projects
to Build This Weekend

If there is one thing most of us can agree on,
it’s that there is nothing worse than a cluttered, unorganized garage. Not being able
to find a tool when you need it is literally
the worst. While there are a lot of options
for storing away tools and keeping them organized (like the Craftsman Pro Series Tool
Storage with Smart Lock) there are other,
more creative ways to do it as well. Check
out these great projects that will not only
keep you busy in the workshop, but keep
your workshop from feeling too busy after.
Willy used to work as a scheduler for New Orleans’ Regional Transit Authority, but after
Hurricane Katrina, nobody was riding the bus
due to displacement and the city’s devastated
infrastructure. Like so many others, he lost his
job, but he wanted to stay and help to rebuild
his city. He fell back on his construction skills.
“Mom always told me to do more than one
thing. My uncle did construction, so I picked it
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up when I was younger. But I tell you, if there’s
one thing I was meant to do, it’s to work with
youth.” So, he started managing construction
jobs with a nonprofit after the hurricane, and
then eventually joined up with Louisiana Green
Corps this August. “This. This is my passion, I
love to hear the success stories.”
Anyone from the area will tell you that the
New Orleans will never be the same New Orleans it was before Katrina. There are painful
and permanent changes with hundreds of lives
lost, the demolition of over 23,000 homes, and
displacement of tens of thousands of residents
who were never able to return to their home.
Still, there’s an unconquerable energy and the
city is brimming with success stories, and new
opportunities, in this case, for young New Orleaneans.
The Louisiana Green Corps fills a crucial role
by providing environmental education and career building opportunities for 16- to 24-year-
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olds who want to improve their lives and their
communities. The organization works as an
agent for social, environmental, and economic
change by providing training and education
services, advocacy, and environmentally restorative projects in the community.
Running a successful jobs training program
isn’t just about teaching basic jobsite skills,
however. In addition to teaching the hard
skills, Louisiana Green helps trainees gain
work adjustment skills, overcome social obstacles, secure a job, and identify resources to
help them become successful, contributing
members of the workforce. It’s not enough to
show up with some tools and know-how, you
have to know how to socialize, where to put
your money, etc.That said, environmentallyfocused restoration and revitalization projects prepare Corps members for entry into
new green industries while helping the local
economy through the development of social
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OFF

ON

Case Sensitive

(H¿H@E-B•1969?H)

(H¿H@E-B•1969?H)

Contextual Alternates

2:15 pm –> 4x4 Lada

2:15 pm -> 4x4 Lada

Denominators, Numerators

12345/67890

12345/67890

Fractions

It’s 3 1/20 inches wide

It’s 3 1/20 inches wide

Mediäval Figures

Good 3.758.160 Rhythm

Good 3.758.160 Rhythm

Tabular Figures

₹ 7.016 + ₺ 6.018

� 7.016 + ₺ 6.018

Proportional Figures

3.752.140 Milliseconds

3.752.140 Milliseconds

Superscript

High-Definition-TV: 8.95 €

High-Definition-TV: 8.95 €

Scientific Inferiors, Subscript

x76 + y27 H2O-Reduction

x76 + y27 H2O-Reduction

Ordinals

premiará 1a, secundo 2o

premiará 1a, secundo 2o

Localized Forms

Şi bărbaţi. Dat is míjn ijs!

Şi bărbaţi. Dat is míjn ijs!

Slashed Zero

Password: O3E07B52A104

Password: O3E07B52A104

Stylistic Sets 1

Digital courier typewriter

Digital courier typewriter

Stylistic Set 3

x2 × 8l at MCDo costs 9,00 ₿

x2 × 8l at MCDo costs 9,00 ₿
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ÄBÇĐẼFĢĦĬJĶĿMŊŒPQR$ŦŰV
ẂXỲŻåbčðęfģħijķłmŋøþqprŝţ
ūvẁ xỹz 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 # ! ? † ₹ }*→
Lowercase, accented

aàáâãäåāăąæǽbcçćĉċčcçćĉċčdďđeèéêëēĕėęěffgĝğġģhĥħiì
íîïĩīĭįıiìíîïĩīĭįıjĵjĵkķĸlĺļľŀłlĺļľŀłmnñńņňoòóôõöøǿōŏőœpq
rŕŗřrŕŗřsśŝşšștţťŧuùúûüũūŭůűųvwẁẃẅŵxýÿŷȳỳzźžżðŋþßə

Uppercase, accented

AÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄÆǼBCÇĆĈĊČCÇĆĈĊČDĎĐEÈÉÊËĒĔĖĘĚFG
ĜĞĠĢGĜĞĠĢHĤĦIÌÍÎÏĨĪĬĮIIÌÍÎÏĨĪĬĮIJĴJĴKĶLĹĻĽĿŁLĹ
ĻĽĿŁMNÑŃŅŇOÒÓÔÕÖØǾŌŎŐŒPQRŔŖŘSŚŜŞŠȘTŢŤŦ
UÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲVWẀẂẄŴXYÝŸŶȲỲYÝŸŶȲỲZŹŽŻÐŊÞẞƏ

Ligatures

fi fl fi fl

Punctuation

. , : ; … - – — _ „ “ „ ‘ ” ‘ ’ * ^ ° ~ ! ¡ ? ¿ › ‹ » « # § ¦ ¶ / | \ () [ ] { } & † ‡ @ © ®℗ ™ №

Punctuation Uppercase

-

Accents

ˆˇ˘˙˚`´¯˜˝˛¸˛

Figures: Prop. Lining, Tab. Lining,
Prop. Mediavel, Tab. Mediavel
Numerator, Denominator,
Superior, Inferios, Fractions
Currency / tabular

1123456778900|1|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|7|8|9|0|0|1123456778900
| 1 | 1 |2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 7 |8 | 9 | 0 | 0 | € ¥ £ ¤ $ ¢ ₹ ₺ ₽ ₿ | € | ¥ | £ | ¤ | $ | ¢ | ₹ | ₺ | ₽ | ₿ |
H12345678900 H12345678900H12345678900H12345678900
|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9|0|0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9|0|0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9|0|0|
|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9|0|0| ‰ % ½ ¼ ¾ ⅓ ⅔ ⅕ ⅖ ⅗ ⅘ ⅙ ⅚ ⅐ ⅛ ⅜ ⅝ ⅞ ⅑

Mathematical stuff

+ < > = ± ÷ × ¬ × ≤ ≥ ≠ ≈ µ Ω π ℓ ∂ ∆ ∏ ∑ √ ∞ ∫ ◊ ℓ

Symbols & Arrows
DIY Icons

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ⓿ ➊ ➋ ➌ ➍ ➎ ➏ ➐ ➑ ➒ → ← ↑
↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙ → ← ↑ ↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙ → ← ↑ ↓ ↖ ↗ ↘ ↙ ▸ ▹ ◂ ◃ ▴ ▵
▾▿▶▷◀◁▲△▼▽●○■□⚫⚬◼◻★☆♥♡❛❜❝❞❟❠
◢◣◤◥◧◨◩◪◸◹◺◿⚀⚁⚂⚃⚄⚅⬒⬓⬔⬕⬖⬗⬘⬙
⬡⬢⬣⬥⬦���
��������
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 👆  �
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Try before
you buy!
All weights
and styles
for free.
*

* reduced character set and no OpenType Features.
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